The process of inferring phylogenetic trees from molecular sequences almost always starts with a multiple alignment of these sequences but can also be based on methods that do not involve multiple sequence alignment. Very little is known about the accuracy with which such alignment-free methods recover the correct phylogeny or about the potential for increasing their accuracy. We conducted a large-scale comparison of ten alignment-free methods, among them one new approach that does not calculate distances and a faster variant of our pattern-based approach; all distance-based alignment-free methods are freely available from http://www.bioinformatics.org.au (as Python package decaf-tpy). We show that most methods exhibit a higher overall reconstruction accuracy in the presence of high among-site rate variation. Under all conditions that we considered, variants of the pattern-based approach were significantly better than the other alignment-free methods. The new pattern-based variant achieved a speed-up of an order of magnitude in the distance calculation step, accompanied by a small loss of tree reconstruction accuracy. A method of Bayesian inference from /c-mers did not improve on classical alignment-free (and distance-based) methods but may still offer other advantages due to its Bayesian nature. We found the optimal word length k of word-based methods to be stable across various data sets, and we provide parameter ranges for two different alphabets. The influence of these alphabets was analyzed to reveal a trade-off in reconstruction accuracy between long and short branches. We have mapped the phylogenetic accuracy for many alignment-free methods, among them several recently introduced ones, and increased our understanding of their behavior in response to biologically important parameters. In all experiments, the pattern-based approach emerged as superior, at the expense of higher resource consumption. Nonetheless, no alignment-free method that we examined recovers the correct phylogeny as accurately as does an approach based on maximum-likelihood distance estimates of multiply aligned sequences. [Alignment-free methods; Bayesian; distance estimation; phylogenetics; tree reconstruction.]
It is commonly believed that to infer a phylogenetic tree that represents the history of a set of molecular sequences, one must first arrange these sequences relative to each other in a way that presents the best available hypothesis of homology at each and every position in those molecules; ie., an optimal multiple sequence alignment (MSA). A large number of studies (many of which are cited in Hall, 2005, and Ogden and Rosenberg, 2006) indicate that under a wide range of biologically relevant situations, suboptimality of the MSA diminishes the accuracy of the resulting tree. The sensitivity of this relationship can differ depending on the shape of the tree, branch length, inference method, and other factors (Ogden and Rosenberg, 2006) .
There is nonetheless a small literature (reviewed in Hohl et al., 2006) that presents alternative approaches to molecular phylogenetic inference that do not involve prior MSA. Frequently, these involve two steps: the calculation of a matrix of pairwise distances among unaligned molecular sequences, followed by generation of a tree using a distance-based method such as neighborjoining (Saitou and Nei, 1987) . The fundamental difference from alignment-based methods obviously lies in the first step; ie., how pairwise distances in the underlying distance matrix are constituted. As MSA is NPhard (Wang and Jiang, 1994) and most good heuristics are computationally expensive, there is intrinsic value in exploring polynomial-time alternatives.
In nonphylogenetic contexts, alignment-free methods are employed in tasks as diverse as sequence classification, database search, and detection of regulatory sequences; the literature on these applications is small but is growing at an increasing rate. Underlying principles and techniques together with applications are re-viewed by Vinga and Almeida (2003) . In stark contrast to the plethora of studies investigating the accuracy of alignment-based tree reconstruction, surprisingly little is known about the accuracy of alignment-free methods, due to an almost complete absence of systematic and comprehensive large-scale studies from this field. In the context of phylogenetics, studies that introduce a new method have usually characterized its accuracy by comparing at most a handful reconstructed trees to "standard" trees derived from alignments, focusing on the clustering of subgroups and the placement of taxa instead of emphasizing numerical results (even though studies may otherwise be large-scale: Li et al., 2001; Otu and Sayood, 2003; Stuart et al., 2002a Stuart et al., , 2002b Berry, 2003,2004; Qi et al., 2004; Chu et al., 2004; Hao and Qi, 2004; Yu and Anh, 2004; Yang et al., 2005; Mantaci et al., 2005) . This makes it difficult to extract useful generalizations from this literature, especially considering that data sets vary from paper to paper. A notable exception is the work of Ulitsky et al. (2006) , who compared their average common substring (ACS) approach favorably to three other alignment-free methods on a data set of 75 species, using a tree topology metric due to Robinson and Foulds (1981) ; furthermore, they validated their ACS approach on (a) mitochondrial genomes and proteomes from 34 mammals, (b) 191 proteomes, and (c) a forest from 1865 viral genomes. Recently, we took a first step toward a more systematic and comprehensive comparison of alignment-free approaches in molecular phylogenetic inference (Hohl et al., 2006) , inferring trees by several methods and across a range of phylogenetic distances and calculating their topological distance from corresponding reference trees that were either samples drawn from tree distributions or based 2007 HOHL AND RAGAN-ACCURACY OF ALIGNMENT-FREE METHODS 207 on structurally informed, manually curated multiple sequence alignments.
Here, we expand on and refine this evaluation framework, described in detail in Methods. First, we increase the power of our statistical assessment by doubling the number of taxa in our synthetic data sets. Second, we vary biologically important parameters such as amongsite rate variation and sequence length. In the Results section these data sets are used to characterize the behavior of various alignment-free methods, among them one new approach and one variant of our pattern-based approach (Hohl et al., 2006) . We also compare the methods on a high-quality empirical data set, allowing us to gain insight into the effect of two different alphabets; robustness is achieved by employing appropriate statistical tests. We present an empirical analysis of the time required for pattern-based distance calculation, including the aforementioned variant that achieves a speedup of an order of magnitude. The new alignment-free approach that we introduce in Methods is based on Bayesian inference, and we present an analysis of convergence and extent of burn-in at the very end of Results and Discussion.
METHODS

Alignment-Free Methods
We start by giving abbreviations that we use throughout this paper. The methods considered here are: d E , the (squared) Euclidean distance; d s , the standardized Euclidean distance; d F , a distance based on the fractional common /c-mer count; d p , a distance based on probabilities of common /c-mer counts under a multiplicative Poisson model; d c , the composition distance; d w , the W-metric; d LZ , a distance based on Lempel-Ziv complexity; d ACS , a distance based on the average common substring length; d PB ' ML , the pattern-based distance using maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation; d PB ' SIM , a variant calculated using a similarity matrix; B-bin, the Bayesian inference from /c-mers with a binary encoding; d ML , the ML estimate of phylogenetic distances from the correct alignment (d ML serves as a baseline).
With the exception of B-bin and d PB ' SIM , all alignmentfree methods tested here have been described and compared previously (Hohl et al., 2006) . As a convenience for the reader, we provide short summaries and notationally consistent formulas here. These methods calculate pairwise distances between sequences, in contrast to B-bin, a novel method that we introduce below.
Let X (Y) denote a string of n (m) characters. There are c different characters in our alphabet A; thus, for a word of length k, we have w = c k so-called /c-mers.
The (squared) Euclidean distance (Blaisdell, 1986 ) is calculated using cf, the count of /c-mer occurrences in X:
The standardized Euclidean distance (Wu et al., 1997) is calculated by dividing f*, the relative frequencies of /c-mer occurrences in X, by their standard deviations sf: !) 1 >,*fi is!) (2) The fractional common /c-mer count (Edgar, 2004a) is derived from the common /c-mer count C* Y between X and Y and is transformed into a distance d F (X, Y) = -log(0.1 + F).
Under a multiplicative Poisson model (Van Helden, 2004) , probabilities of common /c-mer counts yield a distance:
The composition distance ) between X and Y is calculated from their correlation as d c (X, Y) = [1 -cos(X, Y)]/2. More precisely, it is the cosine of the angle between their composition vectors v = (c -E)/E of /c-mers in X and in Y, where c denotes occurrence counts and E expected counts under a Markov model of order k -2.
The W-metric (Vinga et al., 2004) weighs differences between all pairs of amino acids by their entries in matrix W. Here, we use BLOSUM62 (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992) .
The Lempel-Ziv complexity of X, c(X) (Lempel and Ziv, 1976) can be used to define a distance measure (Otu and Sayood, 2003) , where XY refers to the concatenation of XandY:
The average common substring distance (Ulitsky et al., 2006) requires definition of L(X, Y) = YA=\ ^Y/n,where lf Y is the length of the longest string starting at X, that exactly matches a string starting at Yy.
L(X, X)
208 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 56 The pattern-based distance (d PB " ML ; Hohl et al., 2006) is calculated as follows. In a first step, maximal patterns are discovered in unaligned sequences using TEIRESIAS (Rigoutsos and Floratos, 1998) with parameters L = 4, W = 16, and K = 2 (Hohl et al., 2006) ; patterns occurring more than once in any sequence are removed. For each pair of sequences, all corresponding pattern instances are concatenated and distances are calculated from these new strings using ML estimation under the JTT model (Jones et al., 1992) as implemented in PROTDIST from the PHYLIP package (Felsenstein, 2005) . We now present a variant (d PBSIM ) that utilizes the BLOSUM62 similarity matrix to speed up distance calculation. We transform a similarity matrix S into a distance matrix D (Taylor and Jones, 1993) : D I; = S n + Su -2S, ; . For each pair of concatenated strings X and Y (of common length n), we calculate the distance as d(X, Y) = jy!=\ DxtYi/n, where X, denotes the character at position i in X.
Bayesian phylogenetic inference from k-mers.-We propose a novel way of utilizing the phylogenetic information inherent in the distribution of fc-mers among a set of sequences without calculating pairwise distances. Instead, we encode fc-mers as character states and estimate posterior probabilities (PPs) of bipartitions using MR-BAYES (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001; Ronquist and Huelsenback, 2003) . For the purpose of this work, we (a) build the consensus tree employing the extended 50% majority rule (Felsenstein, 2005) and (b) use the consensus tree to estimate the accuracy of the method, although more sophisticated ways of utilizing the resulting data are possible.
Each possible fc-mer is either present in or absent from a sequence, and thus the fc-mer content of each sequence can be encoded by a set of binary states variables. However, because the number of possible /c-mers grows exponentially with k, and most fc-mers will not be present in any sequence when k is large, we record presence/absence data only for those fc-mers that appear in at least one sequence. This practice introduces a data aquisition bias; fortunately, MRBAYES implements models that correct for just such an aquisition bias: this correction is achieved by setting the lset coding=noabsencesites option. Felsenstein (1992) developed a model for binary states (the binary model in MRBAYES), originally for restriction site presence/absence data. Lewis (2001) generalized this model to include > 2 states (the standard discrete model in MRBAYES). We use the latter one with two (binary) states. It features an instantaneous rate matrix Q with two stationary state frequencies that model the rate of word gain and word loss. Using this model, it is not possible to estimate unequal stationary state frequencies (they are assumed to be equal), but we can allow the state frequencies to vary over sites, and hence set the symmetric Dirichlet hyperprior (prset symdirihyperpr=exponential(1.0)). The discrete approximation of the Dirichlet distribution uses five categories (default in MRBAYES). We place a uniform prior on topology, and an unconstrained exponential prior on branch lengths with mean 0.1 (default in MRBAYES). We denote this binary encoding of /c-mers by B-bin, and we analyze its convergence and the extent of its burn-in phase at the very end of Results and Discussion.
We note that the presence/cibsence data from A>mers violate assumptions of the simple binary model in two cases: (a) fc-mers appear/disappear together as they overlap; hence, their occurrence is not independent of each other. A simple way to achieve independence is to take words that occur at position a +bk where a e [1, k] and b takes on values > 0 (subject to sequence-length constraints). This process discards much data and thus seems a reasonable approach only for sufficiently long sequences, (b) fc-mer loss is coupled to fc-mer gain. Generally, as sequence change reduces the count for one word, the count for another word will be increased. The number of distinct fc-mers that are gained or lost as a result of a single sequence change increases with k, and thus the departure of the actual data from our assumption of independent gain and loss is expected to become more apparent for longer words. However, k is relatively small in all of our analyses. Comparison of Figure 1 for B-bin with corresponding figures for other word-based methods suggests that both of these violations have only minor influence in this setting, and statistical analysis will reveal that the best performing parameterizations of B-bin (which exhibit rather short words) and other word-based methods are indistinguishable. To analyze the degree to which the data and the model (mis)match, it is possible to generate data (here, distributions of binary states) under the model and then see how they (dis)agree with actual data. This self-consistency check is known as posterior predictive checking (Gelman et al., 2004) .
Data Sets
We employ two different types of data: (a) synthetic data that allow us to control the conditions, and for which we know the true phylogenetic trees; and (b) empirical data that was previously used to quantify the extent of lateral gene transfer (Beiko et al., 2005b) , and for which high-quality phylogenetic trees exist.
We proceed as Hohl et al. (2006) Synthetic data.-The synthetic data were generated in a fashion very similar to Hohl et al. (2006) : we sampled trees from several tree distributions resulting from birth-death processes (Nee et al., 1994) and deviated the rooted, bifurcating trees from ultrametricity by an additive process. Using PHYLOGEN VI. 1 (Rambaut, 2002) we sampled seven sets of 100 eighttaxon reference trees each; the parameters were birth = 10.0 and death = 5.0, with €:xtant € [40,133,..., 40,000] . Sequences were evolved along the branches of the deviated trees using SEQ-GEN (Rambaut and Grassly, 1997) VI.3.2 under the JTT model. (Whereever possible, we parameterized alignment-free methods with the JTT model and its equilibrium frequencies.) We created a control data set with a sequence length of 1000 amino acids; the main difference from the data by Hohl et al. (2006) is the use of twice as many taxa. In addition to that, we created sequences of 1000 amino acids under a model featuring high among-site rate variation (ASRV; the shape parameter of the continous gamma distribution was a = 0.5), and we created sequences of only 300 amino acids (without the presence of ASRV).
Empirical data.-Analysis of 144 prokaryotes led to the construction of 22,437 MRCs (maximally representative clusters: Harlow et al., 2004) , each containing n > 4 protein sequences conceptually translated from their genomes, representing putative orthologs. To each MRC corresponds a highest scoring multiple sequence alignment according to the word-oriented objective function (Beiko et al., 2005a) . Each chosen alignment was subjected to a GBLOCKS (Castresana, 2000) analysis to remove ambiguously aligned regions (for settings TABLE 1. Control data set. Average RF distance for each reference set of the synthetic control data set (sequence length of 1000 amino acids, no ASRV). For word-based methods, we show the best performing word length k for each alphabet A (AA: original amino acids; CE: chemical equivalence classes), the only exception being B-bin with CE: k = 5 is slightly better on this data set but k = 4 performs better on the other two data sets. Methods are ordered according to their rank sums ^R . The Friedman test statistic is F R = 4758.1 (P < 10" 10 ). Significant differences are found at or beyond the a = 0.05 level between the following pairs (numbers refer to column "No."): method 1 versus methods 22-2: method 2 versus methods 22-4; method 3 versus methods 22-5; methods 4 and 5 versus methods 22-6; method 6 versus methods 22-18; method 7 versus methods 22-19; methods 8-19 versus methods 22-20; and methods 20 and 21 versus method 22. TABLE 2 . ASRV data set. Average RF distance for each reference set of the synthetic ASRV data set (sequence length of 1000 amino acids, high ASRV with a = 0.5). Order of methods and values for k are determined as in Table 1 . The Friedman test statistic is F R = 4873.2 (P < 10" 10 ). Significant differences are found at or beyond the a = 0.05 level between the following pairs (numbers refer to column "No."): method 1 versus methods 22-2; methods 2-5 versus methods 22-6; methods 6-8 versus methods 22-12; method 9 versus methods 22-14; method 10 versus methods 22-17; method 11 versus methods 22-19; methods 12-19 versus methods 22-20; and methods 20 and 21 versus method 22. Beiko et al. 2005b; supplementary material) . The remaining 22,432 trimmed alignments formed the basis for a Bayesian phylogenetic inference using MRBAYES, resulting in as many consensus trees determined by the extended 50% majority rule and complete with PPs for all bipartions. Parameters in this Bayesian analysis were uniform priors on topology, branch length e (0.0,10.0], and model of sequence change (five models were considered). ASRV was modeled by a four-category discrete approximation to the continuous gamma distribution, uniformly distributed e [0.1, 50.01, and with automatic estimation of the shape parameter a. For further details see Beiko et al. (2005b; supplementary material) .
The phylogenetic distance between two taxa is a major factor that determines accuracy of tree reconstruction. Therefore, one goal in constructing a reference data set for our purposes is to obtain subsets of trees that allow us to test methods of interest on a variety of phylogenetic distances. A second goal is to contrast the behavior of methods on distinct subsets.
We first filtered trees and their corresponding alignments depending on the presence of certain deep phylogenetic branches (DPB) with PP > 0.95. This threshold was chosen to ensure that we draw conclusions only from highly supported bipartitions; as a consequence, reference trees may be multifurcating. In a second step, we further grouped the data into subsets by a measure of distance between clades as follows. A branch bipartitions a set of taxa into two groups; for each taxon of the first group we estimated its phylogenetic distance to every taxon in the second group. We then calculated the mean of these values and their standard deviation. The mean is an estimate of the distance between the two partitions, and we used it and the standard deviation (SD) to establish two filter criteria: one labeled "short" with mean e [0.5,1.0] and SD < 0.5, and one labeled "long" with mean e [2.5, 3.5] and SD < 0.5 where the units are substitutions per site. For brevity, we refer to the distance thus defined simply as the DPB distance.
The deep phylogenetic branches mentioned previously are as follows: the branch separating Bacteria and Archaea; the branches that separate the phyla Proteobacteria, low-G+C Firmicutes, high-G+C Firmicutes, Chlamydiales, Cyanobacteria, Crenarchaeota, and Euryarchaeota from other phyla; the branches that separate the a, fi, y, and e divisions of the Proteobacteria; and the branches that separate the Clostridia, Mollicutes, Bacilli, Staphylococci, and Lactobacilli divisions of the low-G+C Firmicutes. All chosen phyla/divisons contain four or more taxa in the MRP supertree (matrix representation with parsimony; Beiko et al., 2005b, Figure 6 ) at a PP threshold of 0.95. Phyla consisting of three or fewer taxa were not included.
The filter criterion on deep branches may lead to repeated inclusion of the same data in subsets. In order to ensure independence, we removed duplicates so that no data were used twice. Additionally, we applied the following criteria to select the most reliable data. We require the mean sequence length to be >200 amino acids and we require that GBLOCKS retains >90% of the alignment. We have two filter criteria depending on the number of taxa: between 4 and 8, inclusive, and between 12 and 20, inclusive. Taken together, this creates four subsets of reference alignments and trees: "few-short," "few-long," "many-short" and "many-long," where few/many refers to the number of taxa and short/long to the DPB distance. These subsets are abbreviated as F-S, F-L, M-S, and M-L, respectively. They comprise 50, 52, 80, and 38 alignments and trees; for the first subset we randomly sampled 50 out of 195 filtered elements. The choice of filter criteria on number of taxa and DPB distance yields subsets that are sufficiently distinct for our purposes.
Evaluation Setup
All distance-based methods tested here were given either the unaligned sequences or the /c-mers occurring in them; where possible, word-based methods were benchmarked with values for k ranging from 1 to 9; for B-bin the minimally tested value was k = 2, and for d c itwasfc = 3. The resulting test distances were used to infer neighborjoining (Saitou and Nei, 1987) trees. As described above, the phylogenetic information of fc-mers inferred using a Bayesian analysis was summarized with the extended 50% majority rule. Phylogenetic accuracy was measured differently depending on the data set. In each case, we computed the topological difference between a test tree and its corresponding reference tree.
For synthetic data, we used the Robinson-Foulds (RF Robinson and Foulds, 1981) tree topology metric as a measure of phylogenetic accuracy. Differences in rank sums between methods were assessed for statistical significance by the Friedman test (corrected for tied ranks; here, N = 700 and k = 22), followed by Tukey-style post hoc comparisons if a significant difference was found at or beyond the a = 0.05 level (see, e.g., Zar, 1999) .
For empirical data we employed two measures: (a) the false-negative count of bipartitions (FN), telling us whether reference tree bipartitions were reconstructed or not; and (b) a one-element subset of FN that considers only the reconstruction of a DPB (as described above). We analyzed the influence of alphabet and tree topology measure for each reference set; to this end, we obtained total rank sums over all methods for each alphabet and under each measure. Statistical significance of differences was assessed using x 2 -tests (corrected for continuity) on 2 x 2 contingency tables (df = 1) where row number indicates the alphabet and column number indicates tree topology measure. The column totals were fixed (at 210 in analyses of individual reference sets and at 840 in the pooled analysis); thus the tables correspond to binomial comparative trials (category 2 in Zar, 1999) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Evaluation of Alignment-Free Methods
We created three different synthetic data sets, each consisting of seven reference sets with increasing 212 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 56 phylogenetic distances; any given reference set in turn contains 100 reference tree and sequence sets. The first data set serves as a control, the second tests the influence of high among-site rate variation (ASRV), and the third tests the influence of sequence length (short-sequences).
We tested the methods either on the original amino acid sequences (alphabet AA) or on the sequences encoded using chemical equivalence classes (CE); we also varied word length k where possible. Neighbor-joining (Saitou and Nei, 1987) trees inferred from resulting phylogenetic distances were compared to reference trees using the Robinson-Foulds (RF; Robinson and Foulds, 1981) tree topology metric; in case of B-bin, we compared consensus trees.
The main results of this paper are contained in Tables 1, 2, and Al where we show the phylogenetic accuracy as measured by the RF distance of all tested methods on the synthetic data sets (control, ASRV, and short-sequences). The use of bifurcating eight-taxon trees in our synthetic data sets implies five possible values for each RF distance (0.0, 0.2,..., 1.0); therefore, all values in these tables end with an even digit. For each word-based method, we show the best performing word length k for alphabet AA and for alphabet CE (method d w accepts only k = 1 when using conventional similarity matrices, and we test it only on AA). We find that the value of parameter k for each combination of method and alphabet is stable across all three data sets. The only exception is B-bin with CE; on the control set, k = 5 performs somewhat better (with mean RF distances of 0.074, 0.150, 0.314, 0.498, 0.678, 0.810, 0.872). However, k = 4 proved superior on the ASRV and short-sequences data sets and is therefore also included in Table 1 . Performance was compared by considering the rank sums over all 700 RF distances; lower rank sums equate to lower overall RF distances and hence higher phylogenetic accuracy. The order of methods in the aforementioned tables is based on these rank sums, and we list all pairwise combinations of methods whose differences in rank sums are deemed statistically significant.
First, we analyze the ranking of alignment-free methods in the control data set; rank sums range from 3228.0 for d ML to 12,599.0 for d w , an almost fourfold difference. In decreasing order, we find that d PB ' ML and d PB -SIM with CE have similar rank sums (4285.0 and 4483.5), followed by d PB -ML and d PB -SIM with AA (5374.0 and 5650.5). Then, 14 methods with rank sums from 8127.5 to 9192.5 ensue, separated from each other by values < 200. Two variants of method d c rank third last and second last with 10,286.0 and 10,851.0. On the ASRV data set, rank sums range from 4571.5 for d ML to 14,411.0 for d w , a difference slightly more than threefold, indicating that phylogenetic accuracy differs less markedly. In particular, d™-ML and d PBs/M with AA follow more closely with rank sums of 4958.5 and 5121.5, as do d FB -ML and rf PB " s/M with CE (rank sums: 5647.5 and 5647.5). Then, the same 14 methods as in the control data follow (in different order) with rank sums ranging from 7329.5 to 9119.5. This constitutes a difference of 1790.0 (up from 1065.0 for the control data) and is consequently reflected in large dif-ferences between some methods. Again, two variants of method d c rank third last and second last (rank sums: 10,511.0 and 11,216.5). Finally, we observe a distribution of rank sums and spacing of differences in the short sequences data set that is similar to what we find in the control data set.
All variants of the pattern-based method, under both alphabets, are significantly more accurate than any other alignment-free method (Tables 1, 2, and Al), including the Bayesian phylogenetic inference from /c-mers with a binary encoding (B-bin). For the control and shortsequences data sets, most alignment-free methods are only significantly better performing than d w and d c (under both alphabets) but are statistically indistinguishable from each other. Thus, the best performing variant of B-bin is on par with established alignment-free methods. It also means that the relative ranking of individual alignment-free methods is largely without consequences. The situation changes slightly for the ASRV data set: a few subgroups can be recognized. However, the best subgroup (consisting of methods 6 to 8) remains statistically indistinguishable from the best performing variant of B-bin.
We find that rf PBML always ranks higher than d PBsm using the same alphabet, though their difference in rank sums is not significant as tested here. This latter variant results in higher RF distances for most but not all reference sets. The absolute difference does not exceed 0.050 (using AA on set 6 of short-sequences data), and the relative difference is limited by 23.5% (using CE on set 2 of control data). Therefore, if one is willing to accept the overall decrease in phylogenetic accuracy (its accuracy is still significantly higher than that of any remaining alignment-free method), one can take advantage of the considerable speed-up in running time of pattern-based distance calculation (see Speeding Up Pattern-Based Distance Calculation) and hence, tree reconstruction. Also, if one has prior knowledge about the sequences under consideration, it is possible to replace the allpurpose BLOSUM62 matrix we used by a matrix that better reflects the phylogenetic distances among these sequences.
In-Depth Analysis of Tree Reconstruction Accuracy Using Synthetic Data in the Appendix shows that nearly all alignment-free methods yield an increased overall tree reconstruction accuracy in the presence of high among-site rate variation (stemming from a pronounced increase for medium to high phylogenetic distances). FIGURE 2. Average RF distance for six methods. Average RF distance (y-axis) for six selected methods on all seven reference sets (xaxis) of two synthetic data sets (a: control; b: ASRV). For each data set, we show (1) the ML distance estimate based on correct alignments, (2) the best pattern-based variant, (3 and 4) the best word-based method and the best method not based on words, 5) the best composition distance; and (6) the W-metric; the numbers in the inserted legends refer to the far left-hand column of Tables 1 (Figure 2a ) and 2 ( Figure 2b) respectively.
Additionally, we see that higher, and therefore suboptimal, word lengths benefit from the presence of alphabet CE. RF distances from CE sequences do not degrade as quickly with increasing values for k as they do for AA sequences. Figure 2a , b visualizes the average RF distance of several important groups found by our analysis of the data in Tables 1 and 2 (the graph for Table Al is very similar to Figure 2a and omitted here). We show the average RF distance on each of the seven reference sets for six selected methods. Their rank (column "No." in the corresponding table), and hence their parametrization, is given in parentheses (when a method ranks consistently across the two tables). The methods are the ML distance estimate based on correct alignments, rf ML (rank 1); the best performing pattern-based method, d PB (rank 2); the best performing word-based method and the best per-forming alignment-free method not based on words; the best performing composition distance, d c (rank 20); the W-metric, d w (rank 22). Note that the two methods ranking 6th and 20th span an interval that encompasses most methods. Hence, these two methods serve to summarize and visualize the performance of all methods thus "contained." Comparing Figure 2a with b we see the extent to which most alignment-free methods (apart from d w ) show increased phylogenetic accuracy, corresponding to a reduced RF distance in the presence of high among-site rate variation (especially for medium to high phylogenetic distances). Notice also how the curve for d PB closely follows that of d ML (Figure 2b) .
Analysis Using the Putative Orthologs Data Set
Here, we look at the phylogenetic accuracy of alignment-free methods on a smaller data set of empirical sequences; its creation is described in detail in Methods. There are four putative orthologs reference sets, labeled "few-short" (F-S), "few-long" (F-L), "manyshort" (M-S), and "many-long" (M-L), where few/many indicates the number of taxa, and short/long indicates the DPB distance. As with the synthetic data sets, we tested alignment-free methods on alphabets AA and CE and varied the parameter k of word-based methods. Neighbor-joining or consensus trees were compared to reference trees using two measures of tree topology as explained below. Table 3 shows the accuracy of alignment-free methods as measured by the normalized false-negative count (FN) for all four putative orthologs reference sets. For ease of presentation, the actual numerical values obtained by FN are multiplied by a factor of 10 and rounded to three decimal places. We included all methods apart from d w ; d w would show up as the worst method, similarly as in the previous section. For word-based methods, we analyzed how their accuracy depends on parameter k and included the best performing word length for each alphabet as judged by their rank over all four reference sets when comparing all parametrizations of all methods. The ranks were calculated from the average accuracy on each set: this avoids bias due to different set sizes. Similarly, Table A2 shows the accuracy as measured by DPB. This measure considers one phylogenetic branch in each set of sequences; we present the total number of unrecovered branches for each reference set and indicate the maximal possible number by showing the size of each reference set. We used the same word lengths as in Table 3 ; optimizing parameter k for DPB yields mostly identical values. The notable exception is d p where the optimal word length for CE is k = 5. This would result in d p with CE obtaining rank 8 as opposed to 16.5 for k = 4. Method d c with A A is ranked slightly higher overall when k = 3 instead of k = 4; however, this difference is inconsequential when considering only the best word lengths as in Table A2 .
The best performing word lengths from Tables 3  and A2 are either identical to those determined in our previous analysis or vary by at most one. All word lengths that are optimal over any of the three synthetic and one empirical data sets are limited to values ranging from 3 to 6, with 3 obtained only on AA encoded sequences and 6 only on CE. This agreement is perhaps surprising, given the use of different data sets, tree topology measures, and word-based methods. Although it remains impossible to know the best parameter setting for a particular word-based method on every data set, our finding suggests that in practice, k can be set to 3-6, or even 4-5, with acceptable results over a wide range of data sets.
The rank order of alignment-free methods in Tables 3  and A2 agrees to a large extent with what we found based on RF distances for synthetic data. Variants of the pattern-based approach constitute the best performing alignment-free methods (when using alphabet CE), whereas differently parameterized composition distances perform worst. Between these two groups a few more groups are placed, recognizable by difference in their rank sums. Note that in contrast to the analysis of synthetic data, we do not attempt to attach statistical significance to these differences. Also apparent from Tables 3 and A2 is that the best performing variant of method B-bin does not improve on previously established, distance-based methods. Overall, we find that the general conclusions drawn from synthetic data about the performance of alignment-free methods relative to each other also hold for empirical data. Furthermore, this data set incorporates reference sets with up to 20 sequences, compared to 8 sequences for synthetic data. Thus, our results are not bound to data sets with a particular number of sequences.
In-Depth Analysis of Alphabets Using Empirical Data in the appendix shows results that are consistent with the following hypothesis. Encoding sequences with alphabet CE improves the reconstruction accuracy of long branches over the use of original sequences. At the same time, alphabet CE negatively affects the reconstruction accuracy of short branches. To see this, consider how the impact on reconstruction accuracy is picked up by the two measures. The FN count treats each branch equally, whereas the DPB count is an extreme form of a weighted variant of FN. One branch receives weight 1 (the deep phylogenetic branch of interest; see Methods), whereas all other branches contribute nothing by setting their weight to 0. Thus, for a given reference set, improvements under measure DPB reflect a better ability to correctly reconstruct branches that separate various phyla and divisions. The data show that under measure FN, alphabet AA is better than CE in three out of four cases, whereas the situation is reversed under measure DPB: alphabet CE yields lower rank sums than AA in three out of four cases. Exceptions to the overall behavior are found for reference sets with few taxa. The lower number of taxa, and hence branches, means that any influence of the alphabet on phylogenetic accuracy for certain data, as reflected in a particular measure, will show up more strongly. On reference set F-S, measure DPB shows lower rank sums for AA and higher rank sums for CE sequences relative to the overall levels. This agrees with the hypothesis that for small branch lengths, alphabet AA is the better choice than CE. On reference set F-L, measure FN yields lower rank sums for alphabet CE than for AA relative to the overall levels. Thus, the improvement in reconstruction accuracy provided by encoding sequences with CE is evident even when we consider all branches, as this reference set is dominated by long branches.
Speeding Up Pattern-Based Distance Calculation
In this section, we present time measurements of pattern-based distance calculation on the synthetic data sets. The measurements were conducted on a 64-bit 2.4-GHz x86-compatible Intel processor. Furthermore, we show a speed-up of an order of magnitude obtained by replacing rf PB " ML by variant d PB -SM .
Pattern-based distance calculation consists of two main steps: pattern discovery and the actual distance calculation from these patterns;. The duration of the distance calculation step is largely dependent on the amount of pattern data that is generated in the pattern discovery step, as well as on the number of residue pairings described by these data. Durations of both steps need to be added, yielding the total computation time; here, they are considered separately for benchmarking purposes.
The duration of the pattern discovery step is determined by two major factors (for any fixed set of TEIRESIAS parameters): the amount of input data and the choice of alphabet. Additionally, sequence similarity influences running time, although to a lesser degree for the range of phylogenetic distances represented by reference sets 1 and 7 of the synthetic data sets and presence/absence of ASRV considered here. For these reference sets, consisting of 100 sequence sets each, and hence 100 computations of distances, we show the average running time of a single computation in seconds. Under otherwise identical conditions, reducing the sequence length from 1000 to 300 amino acids reduces computation time for alphabet CE from 101.3 to 8.76 and from 72.5 to 6.48 (sets 1 and 7) . Similarly for alphabet AA, computation time is reduced from 25.3 to 5.47 and from 7.80 to 1.09. These numbers also show the effect of alphabet choice on running time: using CE instead of AA increases time by as much as a factor of 9.3. Furthermore, running time and phylogenetic distance are inversely correlated. The short-sequences data exhibit the largest sensitivity to phylogenetic distance: for AA-encoded sequences, reducing phylogenetic distance increases time by a factor of 5.0. In the presence of high ASRV, computation time increases somewhat with respect to the control data to 113.9 and 87.4 for CE and to 26.4 and 11.5 for AA. Table 4 shows the duration of the distance calculation step: it is apparent that, as before, using alphabet CE instead of AA increases running time by an order of magnitude. Unlike before, however, the presence of ASRV and a change in phylogenetic distance leads to changes in running time (under both alphabets) that are not easily summarized. The absolute time (in seconds) for method d PB ' ML varies from 864 to 1172 for CE sequences of length 1000 and can be as low as 3.24 for AA sequences of length 300. When we calculate distances using variant d PB ' SIM , we find that we obtain speed-ups of 8.3 to 16.8. This is an order of magnitude faster and brings the absolute time down to between 63.4 and 103.6 for CE sequences of length 1000; it can yield computation times as short as 0.39 s for AA sequences of 300 amino acids. It seems quite likely that a further speed-up can be achieved through a reimplementation of d PB~SIM : variant d PB ' ML spends most of its computation time in the optimized C implementation of PROTDIST, whereas d PB ' SIM , on the other hand, is written entirely in Python and thus leaves room for an additional performance gain.
Word-Based Bayesian Phylogenetic Inference:
Analysis of Convergence and Burn-In MRBAYES estimates PPs of bipartitions by sampling from the phylogenetic tree distribution using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). To get an accurate estimate of PPs, one needs to sample from the chains after they have reached stationarity. Thus, the first N samples are discarded; they constitute the so-called burn-in phase. There are two aspects to this problem: determining convergence of chains and determining the extent of the burn-in phase. We note that in practice, it is easier to rule out convergence than to confirm it (Cowles and Carlin, 1996) . For solving the second aspect, a variety of techniques have been developed to determine how large N should be, given the data. We follow Beiko et al. (2006) and use their novel 8 statistic, as well as their formalization of a more traditional comparison of likelihoods by eye, to deal with both problems.
First, we calculate the extent of the burn-in phase. We then use the samples beyond that point (with an added safety margin) and assess convergence. The end of the burn-in phase is determined as follows. We sampled every 100th generation, running two analyses in parallel (default in MRBAYES V3.ll) for 500,000 generations. For each analysis, the mean log-likelihood of the last 1000 samples was used to find the first generation that exceeded this threshold. The sample immediately preceding this marked the end of the burn-in phase. Table 5 presents summary statistics for the best performing word length for both alphabets (Jt = 3, AA, and k = 4, CE), detailing which generation first exceeded the threshold. The control data required longer burn-ins than the other data, with three quarters of the burn-ins completed at or before generation 17,600. Taken over all synthetic data sets, most burn-ins (96.3%) completed at or before generation 20,000. We conservatively rounded up this value and used 100,000 generations as a global end of the burnin phase.
For assessing whether the chains converged, we used the 8 statistic. It is the accumulated difference between bipartitions of two chains or two fragments of a single chain, where each bipartition is weighted by its PP as estimated in that chain or fragment. We calculated the mean 8 value of adjacent fragments from a given chain and the mean of nonadjacent fragments. Contrasting these TABLE 4. Duration of distance calculation. Duration of the distance calculation step for two variants of the pattern-based method (d PB~ML , d PB ' SIM ). We present the time (measured in seconds) averaged over 100 sets of sequences in any given reference set (sets with the lowest/ highest phylogenetic distances from the synthetic data sets are used) encoded using two alphabets A. The hardware consisted of a 64-bit 2.4-GHz x86-compatible Intel processor. means yields a ratio: if it is close to 1.0 (Beiko et al., 2006) , we may assume that we are sampling from a stationary distribution, because in-order and out-of-order values describe a very similar distribution of bipartition probabilities. We divided each chain into eight fragments of 50,000 generations each (starting at generation 100,100). Table 6 shows summary statistics of the 8 ratios for the best performing word length for both alphabets (k = 3, AA; and k = 4, CE). For each data set, the majority of 8 ratios is reasonably close to 1.0; thus the values are likely to indicate convergence. Furthermore, for a small subset of the data, we ran chains for 5,000,000 generations and used a burn-in phase of 1,000,000 generations. The distribution of 8 ratios from eight fragments of 500,000 generations each was very similar (data not shown), providing strong evidence for nonrejection of convergence.
Method
CONCLUSIONS
We conducted a large-scale comparison (in a phylogenetic context) of 10 alignment-free methods, among them one new approach that does not calculate distances and a faster variant of the pattern-based approach. The synthetic data sets in this study represent a refinement to the data set used previously (Hohl et al., 2006) ; we increased the number of taxa and tested two additional conditions. Furthermore, we analyzed the methods on a high-quality, well-characterized empirical data set.
Most alignment-free methods exhibit reduced Robinson-Foulds distances, i.e., higher phylogenetic accuracy, in the presence of high among-site rate variation (ASRV), particularly for sequence sets with medium to large phylogenetic distances. This influence of a biologically important parameter had not been recognized previously. In contrast, presence of high ASRV leads to a loss of phylogenetic accuracy observed for the (correctly and incorrectly parameterized) maximum-likelihood (ML) estimate of distances based on the correct alignment. Our finding also implies that alignment-free methods may perform better in practice than previously thought and that quite possibly other relevant parameters in phylogenetics may exert a similar influence.
Under all conditions that we considered, variants of the pattern-based approach were significantly better than the other alignment-free methods. This increased discriminative power in our statistical assessment (with respect to Hohl et al., 2006) resulted from the use of eight-taxon trees, which in turn led to fewer tied ranks on individual tree comparisons. For the same reason, the baseline method d ML was shown to be significantly better than any alignment-free method tested here, whereas previously (Hohl et al., 2006) , d ML and d PB ' ML were statistically indistinguishable.
The high phylogenetic accuracy of the pattern-based approach comes at high computational costs compared to other alignment-free methods. We presented time measurements for the two main steps in this approach and showed that the newly introduced variant d PB ' SIM reduced running time in step two by an order of magnitude, as compared to d PB ' ML . This speed-up is accompanied by a rather small loss of phylogenetic accuracy. Thus, the trade-off seems acceptable for practical use, although the resource demand is still considerably higher than that of other alignment-free methods.
We also introduced a method to conduct a Bayesian inference from /c-mers, thus allowing alignment-free, word-based tree reconstruction without having to calculate distances. In our test setup, it did not improve on classical alignment-free (and distance-based) methods. This result seems surprising, and we offer two possible explanations: (a) It could be the case that the phylogenetic accuracy of Bayesian inference from /c-mers is limited to what we measured simply because there is only limited phylogenetic information in the distribution of /c-mers among a set of sequences. To overcome this limitation, one would need take into account different data sources. The pattern-based approach would then be an example where relying on other data-e.g., changes of amino acids in patterns-leads to increased phylogenetic accuracy, (b) It could be that utilizing the additional information inherent in the /c-mer count yields increased phylogenetic accuracy. Multiple states, be they unordered or ordered, would then be appropriate in the Bayesian inference. Even if it turns out that the phylogenetic accuracy cannot be improved, Bayesian inference from /c-mers may still offer advantages over other approaches building on /c-mers. For example, it is possible to make use of the posterior probabilities obtained for bipartitions, construct a credible set that contains the 95% most likely trees, and obtain an ML estimate of branch lengths in the same step. None of these properties was exploited in the testing framework described in this paper.
One conclusion from the experiments in this study is that the optimal word length k of word-based methods is approximately stable across various data sets, tree topology measures, and methods. We saw that for AA sequences, the optimal values for k are 3-5, whereas for CE sequences, the optimal values for k are 4-6. Finding word lengths that are optimal under a range of phylogenetic distances is a realistic setup: especially large trees will feature long and short branch lengths to varying degrees. There, a word length that performs well on small or large distances only is not of much use.
Finally, we provided a detailed analysis of the tradeoff between alphabet AA and CE. Encoding sequences with chemical equivalence classes increases the reconstruction accuracy of long branches, while reducing it for short branches. Not all methods seemed to benefit from the use of alphabet CE, but in our experiments, the pattern-based approach did so more often than not.
Prospects for Alignment-Free Methods
We know that the multiple sequence alignment (MSA) problem is NP-hard, and although reasonably good heuristic solutions exist, they are still computationally expensive. In an age of phylogenomics and community genomics, data sets are ever increasing in size, making the computation of MSA and ML (both distance estimation and tree inference) often unaffordable. Alignmentfree methods open up an avenue to reduce the required time complexity. In fact, they are already in use; e.g., to speed up alignment construction in MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004b) .
Many alignment-free methods show an increased accuracy in the presence of ASRV, unlike the alignmentbased ML estimate. There are potentially other biological factors like this one, and the present study represents the first step towards identifying them. One undeniable advantage is the intrinsic applicability of alignment-free methods to data sets with large-scale rearrangements.
Finally, the research on, and the development of, alignment-free methods is still in its infancy, holding a considerable potential for improvement, whereas MSA is rather mature. almost all other alignment-free methods can only be used for the first two sets (d c with CE is limited to set 1 and d w would not be usable at all). Table 2 reveals that presence of high among-site rate variation leads to an improved overall phylogenetic accuracy for virtually all alignment-free methods. In particular, l^F distances for sets 4 through 7 mostly decrease, whereas RF distances for sets 1 through 3 may increase. Note, however, that d ML is performing worse on all reference sets of this data than on the corresponding reference sets of the control data. The RF distances are for an ML estimate without the inclusion of ASRV as it performs better overall (as judged by rank sums) than its correctly parameterized counterpart (with a = 0.5). For completeness, here are the corresponding RF distances: 0.042,0. 074,0.094,0.112,0.154, 0.196,0.230 . Based on this observation, we did not attempt to measure performance of d PB ' M^ parameterized with a gamma model.
Repeating our previous analysis with a maximum RF distance of 0.2 for the ASRV data set shows that use of d M^ is now restricted to set 6 or 5 (depending on which parameterization we choose). Methods d PB -ML and d PB -SIM with AA are now usable up to set 5, d PB " ML and d PB~SIM with CE remain usable up to set 4, and many other alignment-free methods (9 out of 17) can additionally handle set 3. This finding reflects the improved overall phylogenetic accuracy that presence of high among-site rate variation has on the alignment-free methods.
In-Depth Analysis of Alphabets Using Empirical Data
Following on from Analysis Using the Putative Orthologs Data Set, in the remainder we analyze the influence of alphabets AA and CE as described in Methods. We obtained the total rank sum of the best performing variants of all methods for each alphabet and under each measure. We first tested whether we could pool the rank sums across the four reference sets. The x 2 test for heterogeneity yields x 2 = 8.315 (P = 0.040, df = 3); this result is a borderline case and dependent on the significance level: at a = 0.05, we reject the null hypothesis of homogeneity and conclude that we cannot pool the heterogeneous data. However, at the more stringent a = 0.01 level, we cannot reject homogeneity and are allowed to pool the individual tests. For AA sequences, the pooled rank sums increase; i.e., worsen from 395.0 under measure FN to 452.5 under measure DPB. For CE sequences, they decrease; i.e., improve from 445.0 (FN) to 387.5 (DPB). The pooled results are distributed x 2 = 7.601 (corrected for continuity, P = 0.006, df = 1). Thus we conclude that the difference in pooled rank sums is statistically significant. Generally, as measured by FN, using the original sequences (alphabet AA) is beneficial for most alignment-free methods including B-bin (but not d PB ' ML ; cf. Tables 3 and A2 ). Considering DPB only, encoding sequences using alphabet CE improves ranks summed over all methods. More precisely, 6 out of 10 methods including B-bin are ranked higher using CE than AA. Note that the difference between pooled AA and CE rank sums is less under measure FN than under DPB. Though not all methods profit from CE under measure DPB, those that do do so more strongly than methods profiting from AA under measure FN. In other words, under measure FN and for each method, use of AA leads to less improvement (as measured by pooled rank sums) over the use of CE than CE improves over AA under DPB. Also note that the average of pooled CE rank sums is lower; i.e. better than the average for AA. Finally, we remark that if we optimized the word lengths for DPB separately, this would yield pooled rank sums that show a bigger difference between AA and CE; i.e., CE performs better at 380.5, and conversely AA performs worse at 459.5.
The overall finding-alphabet AA is better than CE under measure FN, whereas under measure DPB the reverse is true-holds for the two reference sets with many; i.e., 12 to 20 taxa (M-S and M-L) in a similar, statistically supported fashion. On reference set M-S, the rank sums for AA change from 86.0 (FN) to 115.0 (DPB), whereas the rank sums for CE change from 124.0 to 95.0. On reference set M-L, the numbers are 88.0 and 117.0 (AA) versus 122.0 and 93.0 (CE). The individual test results are x 2 = 7.480 (P = 0.006) and x 2 = 7.471 (P = 0.006) for M-S and M-L, respectively.
A different picture emerges for reference sets with few, i.e., 4 to 8, taxa (F-S and F-L): both sets show no statistically significant difference in distribution of rank sums for each alphabet between the two measures. The test outcomes are x 2 = 0.039 (P = 0.844) and x 2 = 0.022 (P = 0.881) for F-S and F-L, respectively. Instead, we find one alphabet superior under both measures, and this alphabet changes with the reference set. On set F-S, alphabet AA with rank sums of 95.0 and 92.0 outperforms CE with rank sums of 115.0 to 118.0. On set F-L, the reverse is true: alphabet CE yields lower rank sums (84.0 and 81.5), i.e.; better results than AA (126.0 and 128.5). TABLE Al. Short-sequences data set. Average RF distance for each reference set of the synthetic short-sequences data set (sequence length of 300 amino acids, no ASRV). Order of methods and values for k are determined as in Table 1 . The Friedman test statistic is F K = 3693.4(P < 10~1 0 ). Significant differences are found at or beyond the a = 0.05 level between the following pairs (numbers refer to column "No."): method 1 versus methods 22-2, methods 2 and 3 versus methods 22-4; methods 4 and 5 versus methods 22-6; methods 6-19 versus methods 22-20; and methods 20 and 21 versus method 22. 
